Abstract-Natural convection in a rectangular cavity is considered for the problem where one vertical wall is heated and the other is cooled. The boundary layer flow is solved using a modified Oseen technique in a manner similar to Gill's solution. Temperature and velocity profiles in the core, and the Nusselt number, are found as functions of the Rayleigh and Prandtl numbers and the length ratio. The solution indicates that for a Prandtl number less than l/7, a midsection shear layer develops.
Subscripts and superscripts 4 averaged value ; L left cavity wall; R, right cavity wall; 0, core quantity; * dimensional quantity.
INTRODUCTION
THE PROBLEM of natural convection in a rectangular cavity when the two walls are maintained at different temperatures was first solved by Gill [l] for the case where the heat transfer is due almost entirely to convection. He, however, considered only the infinite Prandtl number limit, and handled the matching of the core flow with the top and bottom boundary layers in a somewhat artificial manner. Bejan [2] has shown a more reasonable matching condition and obtained overall Nusselt numbers which are in good agreement with available experimental and numerical heattransfer data. The present note generalizes Gill's results for arbitrary values of the Prandtl number, so that the small Prandtl number limit, suitable for liquid metals, can also be obtained. The method of Bejan is used in evaluating the constant of integration which appears in the solution.
BASIC ASSUMPTIONS
The height of the cavity is taken as H and the horizontal spacing of the walls as L. The vertical walls are at the constant temperatures T, on the left and TR on the right of the cavity. Dimensionless variables suited to a boundary layer on the left wall are introduced according to x = x*jcH, z = z*/H,
T = [T* -O.S(T, + TR)]/(TL -T,J, II/ = VW,
where quantities with asterisks are dimensional, and
Ra and Pr are the Rayleigh and Prandtl numbers. The energy and Navier-Stokes equations become, under this transformation,
The boundary layer thickness parameter E will be assumed small compared to the length ratio L/H, and E2/Pr small compared to unity. The boundary layer equations are then obtained by formally letting E be zero in equations (l), (2) and (3). In the core of the cavity, the stream function, temperature, and vertical distance are scaled the same 126 w. P. GKAf~IWI as in the boundary layer to allow matching of the boundary layer and interior solutions. When convection is the principal driving force, it is expected that the temperature in the core will vary only with the vertical coordinate, and that the streamlines will be nearly horizontal. From the energy equation, it follows that in the core U' = w&) = i:2 d2T() ! d. 
p2w Pr=T-To+--5x?
The A subscript indicates the averaged values. A set of coordinate axes will be used with origin at the midpoint of the left boundary of the cavity. The solution of equations (5) and (6) near the left vertical boundary which satisfies the no-slip and isothermal conditions and matches with the core flow is
T ( The parameters i,,, i2 are functions of z, and are the two roots with positive real parts of i,'(i + a,.,)(2 + u,JPr) + dT,/dz = 0.
Symmetry suggests that To will be an odd function ofz, and tiO an even function ofz. Hence, uA and T, will both be odd functions of z. When u,~ is positive (flow from the left boundary layer into the core) the roots RI and Rz will be complex, and thus the boundary layer portions of the velocity and temperature fields will exhibit oscillatory decay. Where u,~ is negative (flow into the boundary layer) the roots I ,_ ,._ will he real. with simple exponential decay.
Since equation (10) is invariant under the simultaneous sign change of z and i,. it follow\ that i.,(z) -= --X,(-z).
i,l:i /.'i .:I 'Thus if the same u,< and T,, at-e used on both of the vertical walls of the cavity, the stream functions and temperature near the right wall will have the same general form as equations (7). (8) and (Y), but wtth t replaced by (I, -x*)/'cH, i.,(z). i?(z) by ;,,I Z I. I,( -z), and some sign changes.
To complete determination of the core flow, the energy change in the boundary layer is required to be due entirely to the transfer from the wall and the core. Integration ofequation (1)over the left boundary layer gives Substitution of equations (7) and (8) gives
Equations (9) and (12) 
The parameter K varies between minus one (Prandtl number equals zero) and plus one (Prandtl number equals infinity). The use of the set of parameters I', y. K makes the details of the calculation procedure fairly uniform in Prandtl number, at least (as will be seen) for Prandtl number greater than 117. Introducing the variables L', y and K into equation (IO), the result is 
and dT,/dz = 8(1 -K%J')~( 1 -4')/64.
Substituting equations (16) and (17) 
where C is a positive constant of integration. The relation between q and z is thus found by integrating equation (23) from q = 0, where z = 0. The functions u, T,, and $,, are found as functions of z by substitution into the appropriate expression.
DETERMINATION OF THE INTEGRATION CONSTANT AND NUSSELT NUMBER
The constant C remains to be determined. (The value of R, + L2 at z = 0 is l/C; thus C is a measure of the boundary layer thickness at the midpoint of the cavity.) Gill used the condition that the net flow in the boundary layer be zero at the top and bottom of the cavity (z = + l/2), giving for the large Prandtl number limit C = 0.912. For this value, To = l/2 at z = l/2, and I,,, i,, become infinite at z = -l/2.
As pointed out by Bejan [2] , the condition used by Gill is not conceptually the best. It is applied in a region where the solution itself is not applicable, and if an adiabatic rather than an impermeable condition were required at the top and bottom of the cavity, the condition cannot be met by the boundary layer solution at any z. The results of imposing the impermeability condition are infinite horizontal velocities in the interior, and infinite vertical temperature gradients in the boundary layer.
As an alternative, Bejan suggested that if the top and bottom boundaries are insulated, a condition of zero vertical energy flux on the vertical boundary layer and core solutions is more likely to match the core solution to the horizontal boundary layers. These boundary layers then are of the conventional type, and act mainly to meet the no-slip requirement.
By integrating the energy equation across the width of the cavity, Bejan found, in terms of the present dimensionless variables, that dQ 'dT x=L'EH ~=~ 
The second term in the denominator of the RHS of equation (28) As K approaches minus one (more precisely, for Pr << (H/LRu)"~), the second term in the numerator will become as important as the first, and must be included in the calculation for C. Gill's result is obtained from equation (28) in the limit as R~J"~ H/L approaches infinity. For the large Prandtl number limit, Bejan shows that C(HRU"~/L)"~ can be up to 30% higher than Gill's result.
For engineering applications, the important result is the overall Nusselt number, defined as Table 1 . The parameter Nu(Ra L/H)'14 is seen to decrease only slightly with decreasing Prandtl number, varying less than 20% when the Prandtl number is decreased from infinity to 0.05. Decreasing Prandtl number brings qp closer to unity. As pointed out by Bejan, values of ye less than unity imply that the fluid entering the boundary layers at the top and bottom of the cavity has finite vertical velocity. Thus, this velocity decreases with decreasing Prandtl number.
An interesting effect due to the Prandtl number can be seen from equation (23 would appear-to be that, since the horizontal velocity component is zzrcj along the horizontal centerline of the cavity, there IS insufficient heat transfer between the boundary iaycl and the core in this region for Pr c 1 7 The solution suggests the need for a shear layer aionp this centerline to remove the discontinuities in temperature and velocity which develop. It is reasonable to assurnc rhat the present solution is still applicable above and b&n% this shear layer. Theintegration ofequation (231 would then commence from y(, rather than zero, where q,, I:, the value of q at which dz'dy vanishes Thus
The implication of this change In the Interval of integration is that the original scaling of the coordinates is becoming less appropriate. Since the approximate equations (5) and (6) The present approach would appear to be applicable to more general cavity shapes, and for other than adiabatic top and bottom walls. It is not, however. suited for non-horizontal walls which areadiabatic, for once the stream function is determined. only the ratio T,&,) remains to be adjusted in the expression for temperature.
For adiabatic walls, this vanishes and there are then no adjustable parameters. Most present theories of stratified flows have this difficulty. The theory of Walin [6] and Rahm and Walin [7] for instance is designed for the case where the normal temperature gradient is proportional to temperature. The theory breaks down as the constant of proportionality vanishes. Further, it neglects the convective terms completely, and thus is suited for much slower flows than the present theory. 
